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my first compact disc, Winter Branches (1997) took more than

10 years to complete.It began with an idea to record two pieces
requiring three performers, but it grew with theaddition of more
works, more performers, and more recording venues. The Walbrzych
Project is my fifth collection, and it also has taken longer than planned.
Unlike Branches it was complicated from the outset. It includes a sevenminute introductory work for large orchestra and a four-movement symphony involving performances
by hundreds of individuals not to mention travel to audition an orchestra inthe Czech Republic before
final arrangements were made with Sudeten Filharmonie. Its Chief Conductor Jerzy Kosek worked with
New York-based Joel Suben to rehearse and prepare the orchestra for five recording sessions that took
place during one week in the small, faraway city of Walbrzych, Poland. And then the project remained
stymied after I encountered unexpected health problems in 2013. I am grateful to have recovered enough
to finish the editing and production of this collection, and I have hopesit won’t be my last either.

David Kechley began composing as a teen after years spent listening to his composer
and music professor father Gerald at the piano. At 19, The Seattle Symphony premiered Second
Composition for Large Orchestra and since then more than 1,000 performances of his work in a variety
of genres have been performed by orchestras, chamber groups and college musical ensembles throughout the United States and abroad. • His music draws from 20th Century classics and from vernacular,
popular, and ethnic music. Time spent in Kyoto, Japan, profoundly affected his compositions. His pieces
are marked by a distinctive style, but his musical narratives are known for sharp contrasts between
lyricism, virtuosity, and dramatic gesture. • Kechley’s work has been recognized and applauded for
nearly 40 years by such organizations as the John Simon Guggenheim Foundation, the National
Endowment for the Arts, the North Carolina Arts Council, and the Massachusetts Cultural Council. Born
in Seattle, Kechley was educated at the University of Washington, Cleveland Institute of Music, and Case
Western Reserve University. He also followed his father into music education, teaching at the University
of North Carolina in Wilmington, a
 nd teaching and chairing the Music Department at Williams College
in W
 illiamstown, Massachusetts until his recent retirement as professor emeritus.

A Fast Funk for Orchestra

Karasuma was premiered by the Boston Pops in
the summer of 1993 under the title Blackbird. The present,
Japanese, title is more meaningful since it specifically refers

Karasuma has been called a “crossover” piece as it

to a well known street and subway line in Kyoto. Although

combines popular “fusion” music rhythms and themes with

the word karasu written with its corresponding Chinese kanji

classical style development and orchestral techniques. The

characters does mean black bird, raven or crow, the actual

work originates from music written for a presentation given

name of the street is taken from several kanji characters

at for the Music Department at Doshisha Women’s College in

chosen for their sounds. There are also interesting historical

Kyoto, Japan. To show various ways in which the computer

origins to the name Karasuma and its kanji characters that

could be used in music composition and performance, I

date so far back most modern residents of the area may even

composed a demonstration piece in which music students

not be aware of them. While karasu and its kanji do mean

were to perform written parts on their acoustic instruments

raven or blackbird, thus explaining the original title, the

while I conducted and improvised at the computer. The

relationship between a bird and this familiar location is pretty

instrumentation was completely dependent upon which

much coincidental.

students volunteered—it turned out to be violin, clarinet,

I created the original themes for “Fast Funk” to be

strings bass, piano and two percussionists. The original

entertaining, fun to play, American in character and

“Fast Funk Doshisha” was a rather loosely constructed

immediate in effect. It was a wonderful experience working

improvisation designed for a specific situation and has not

with those music students at Doshisha Women’s College and

been performed since. However, many of the musical ideas

was a highlight of my trip to Japan in 1991. Karasuma is

continued to play themselves in my head me so I eventually

dedicated to Tomomi Ogino, Makiko Oda, Akemi Ueno, Mika

felt compelled to give them a permanent home in this

Matsumoto, Miwa Oda and Yukiko Iwaasa—the “First Fast

orchestral form.

Funk Players.”

I. Whirlwind
As the title suggests, is a fast and furious musical

A Symphony in Four Movements

reaction to the well-known biblical quote: “For
they have sown the wind, and they shall reap the
whirlwind...” (Hosea 8:7). Regardless of its original

I. Whirlwind
II. Notari Notari
III. Something Wicked
IV. Moments

Old Testament context this phrase clearly applies
anytime human actions produce dire consequences,
which are ultimately beyond the limits of human
control or understanding, i.e., irreversible.
The movement opens quietly, bubbling below the
surface, but quickly becomes explosive with rhythmic

Dreams can sometimes seem quite real while visions
experienced in the light of day may seem completely
unreal. Dreams or visions can be frightening,

interjections, which constantly threaten the stability of
the driving triplet rhythms. The transition to a more
lyrical, but still foreboding mood is sudden and the
harp and marimba continue to provide the underlying

comforting, spiritual, playful, and so many other things.

rhythm for more sustained and complete thematic

Each movement of Wakeful Visions / Moonless Dreams

statements by solo and tutti strings. The explosions

explores some of these qualities and finds its point of

return, but the final texture ultimately implodes as the

departure in a suggestive literary source.

movement crashes to an abrupt finish.

II. Notari Notari is inspired by the
following haiku:

III. Something Wicked
The musical imagery for Something Wicked is

Haru no umi

suggested by MacBeth, Act IV, Scene I, in which the

Hinemosu notari

three witches are chanting as they circle the bubbling

Notari kana
Behold! The spring sea undulates
And undulates the whole day long.
“A delightful picture of the halcyon spring sea rises

caldron. Just before Macbeth enters, the second
witch says,
By the pricking of my thumbs,
Something wicked this way comes.
Open, locks,

to the mind’s eye at once. As far as the eye can travel,
the ocean swells and sinks gently and regularly all

Whoever knocks!

day long.” This is how translator Asataro Miyamori
describes this beautiful poem by Buson (An Anthology

Because of its playful although not really dance like

of Haiku Ancient and Modern, © 1932). “. . . The chief

rhythms, perhaps this serves the role of a traditional

merit of this verse [is] the pleasing rhythm of notari-

symphonic third movement. It might even be called

notari which cannot adequately be reproduced in a

a scherzo in a somewhat grotesque and twisted sort

translation.” The music moves beyond the imagery and

of way. Percussion and various orchestral effects

rhythm of the words, as the flute begins an expansive

are employed to create a sense of malevolence and

and lyrical solo. The musical ideas continue to expand

occasional chaos from which the ultimate outcome is

beyond the first movement into broad and climatic

not entirely clear.

statements. A cello and piccolo dialog returns to the
opening mood and imagery.

IV. Moments
Moments is, among other things, about looking back
and wondering if what we remember really happened
or if it may have been a dream. Musical fragments from
previous movements return in original form while others
continue their transformative journey and create new
connections with one another in a different musical
reality, the reality of the present moment.
The moments of the past do not
remain still; they retain in our memory
the motion which drew them towards
the future, towards a future which has
itself become the past, and draw us on
in their train. —Marcel Proust
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